Ownership of publicly listed German companies has undergone significant changes in recent years. The aim of this report is to document these trends since 2007 and analyze the extent to which firms that compete in the same product market are owned by the same investors, which is known as common ownership. We show that some large foreign institutional investors have overtaken domestic investors and now occupy the top spots. This is true both in terms of value and the number of blockholdings, i.e., large blocks of shares. In addition, there has been an increase in ownership concentration overall. That said, private and governmental investors with few but large holdings, still own more than half of German equity. Using two leading industries, the chemical and car industries, we show that ownership trends and levels of common ownership can be very different across industries. While it is unclear a priori what common ownership implies for competition, innovation, and consumer welfare, markets that show more common ownership, such as the chemical sector, deserve more attention from policy makers, regulators, and academics alike.

Policy makers and the popular press have recently given a lot of attention to the rise of common ownership through large institutional investors’ holdings. Institutional investors are entities that invest money for others. They include mutual funds, endowments, banks, pension funds, insurance companies, and hedge funds. Institutional investors in general have a lot of money to invest and typically diversify their holdings across many companies. This results in the same investor owning equity shares in several companies at once, a phenomenon called “common ownership.” Some of these common holdings can create indirect links among companies operating in the same product market.

In the present report, we first briefly discuss the current policy debate in the U.S., where people have started to take notice of institutional investors’ potential impact on product markets. We then situate the debate in the EU and Germany, where the discussion has just started, and document recent trends in common ownership in Germany. In doing so, we aim to raise awareness on the topic and provide a starting point for further analysis and research.

**The debate on common ownership in the U.S. and Europe**

Two new empirical industry-level studies document a positive relationship between prices and common ownership in the U.S. airline and banking industries. Investors that have (even relatively small) blockholdings in several competitors at once can have strong effects on the competitive outcomes of an industry. That is, decision makers in a firm may decide not to compete aggressively against a competitor that is (partially) owned by the same investors. Based
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COMMON OWNERSHIP

Box 1

**Economic theory: How common ownership may affect firm’s behavior in research and development and product markets**

Suppose there are two competing firms in a market; let us call them firm A and firm B. Assume that each firm takes its shareholders’ interests into account when deciding how much to invest in research and development (R&D) and when deciding how to compete against the other firm. Let us analyze the effect of common ownership by analyzing two extreme ownership structures.

The first possibility is that the two firms’ shareholders are distinct, so there is no common ownership. In this case, firms will take R&D decisions and set prices independently to maximize their own profits. Firms will, for instance, not invest (enough) in innovations as these innovations may spill over to rival firms and benefit them. Further, firms will not take into account that by competing aggressively in prices, the other firm’s profits may decrease.

Suppose instead that there is common ownership between firms A and B. This may be because a subset of A’s shareholders acquires an ownership stake in firm B (and vice versa, a subset of B’s shareholders may acquire an ownership stake in firm A). In this case, the profits of firms A and B are linked: managers know that some of their firm’s owners also care about the other firm’s profits. How does this change firms’ incentives? First, firms may invest more in R&D and perhaps even coordinate their innovation activities through research alliances, for example. This could result in more innovative products and more efficient production processes, which ultimately benefit consumers.

Second, however, the managers of firms A and B may also have less incentive to compete aggressively in product markets than if there were no common ownership, even if the two firms set prices independently. The resulting higher prices are to the detriment of consumers. In the worst case, common ownership might make it easier for firms A and B to even coordinate on prices through tacit or explicit collusion.

The overall effect of common ownership on consumer welfare, (i.e., more innovation versus higher prices), is therefore not clear a priori and an open empirical question.

In theory, the above effects are at play even when the common owners of firms A and B do not communicate with the managers of the firms. Assuming that (i) managers are fully aware of their shareholders’ portfolios, and (ii) seek to maximize shareholder profits, these effects arise solely because managers make their decisions taking into account that some of the shareholders have ownership interests in both firms. Common owners’ communications with the companies might result in stronger coordinative effects, but how this communication works in practice is still open for debate.

These effects may exist even when common owners have no majority interests in the firms in which they invest. Indeed, a group of investors with ownership interests in two rival firms, no matter how small, would cause the manager of a firm to place some weight on its rival’s profits.
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on these two papers, several influential U.S. antitrust policy papers have recognized that common ownership in rival firms may diminish firms’ competitive incentives. Given the large amounts of equity owned by institutional investors – by some accounts nearly 70–80 percent of the total market value of U.S. stocks at present – the impact on consumer welfare could be substantial.

However, in response to the aforementioned papers, other U.S. policy makers criticize the economic evidence and advocate for caution in making a link between common
ownership and anti-competitive conduct. While common ownership may lead to anti-competitive behavior in theory, the exact channels of how this would work are still not well documented. In addition, some recent scholarship argues that common ownership may also have positive effects, as for example economies of scale in information production and information sharing. Box 1 develops the theoretical arguments of both positive and negative effects through common shareholdings.

While it is still open to debate whether and under which circumstances common ownership is good or bad for competition, innovation, and ultimately consumer welfare, the rise of common ownership is undoubtedly one of the most important changes in the U.S. economy in the last decade.

Although later and to a lesser extent than in the U.S., some policy makers in Europe and in Germany have also started to take note. In October 2016, the European parliament organized a session in which the potential effects of common ownership in Europe were discussed and to ask for further research on the topic. The Monopolies Commission (Monopolkommission), an independent expert committee that advises the German government on competition policy, recently recommended keeping a close eye on institutional investors in Germany. In the following, we document current common ownership trends in Germany.

**Drawing from a global ownership database for the period 2007–2015**

We used data from the Thomson Reuters Global Ownership database, which contains ownership shares of all publicly traded companies in Germany. Thomson Reuters collects this information from the companies either through direct contact or via their websites, the Deutsche Boerse, and financial newspapers. Our sample contains data for all publicly listed companies in Germany for the years 2007–2015, and thus focuses on the years after the 2007 financial crisis. We restricted ourselves to the investor holdings that represent at least one percent in the equity of the firms, as this is arguably the minimum threshold through which owners can have influence. Investors who hold more than one percent in at least four different companies in our sample are referred to here as institutional investors. In contrast, we refer to investors who hold more than one percent in less than four different companies as insiders. Nearly all of these insiders are domestic investors. Results are qualitatively the same for alternative thresholds.

**BlackRock and Norwegian wealth fund overtake German institutional investors**

In 2007, German institutional investors were major shareholders in publicly listed German companies, both in terms of overall value held and number of block holdings. Allianz Group and BlackRock, an American institutional investment manager, held roughly the same value in public German companies in 2007 at around 17 billion US dollars (Figure 1). This came right after BlackRock’s merger with Merrill Lynch Investment Managers at the end of 2006. Deutsche Asset Management, the investment management arm of Deutsche Bank, was not far behind with 13.3 billion US dollars in the German market.

In 2008, BlackRock became the largest investor and grew quickly thereafter. Indeed, by 2015 its holdings had more than quadrupled in value, reaching more than 78 billion US dollars. The jump in BlackRock’s holdings from 2009 to 2010 can be attributed to its acquisition of Barclays Global Investors completed in December 2009.

By 2010 Norges Bank Investment Management (NBIM), the world’s largest sovereign wealth fund, had over-
taken both Allianz and Deutsche Asset Management.\textsuperscript{12} Whereas neither of the two German investors ever surpassed the 20 billion US dollar mark, NBIM reached it in 2013. Contrary to BlackRock, NBIM receives regular capital inflows from the Norwegian Government Petroleum Fund and has not acquired other institutional investors to grow.

We can observe a similar pattern in terms of number of blockholdings, which gives an indication of the size and density of an investor’s network across companies (Figure 2). In 2007, Allianz and Deutsche Asset Management had by far the largest networks of the four investors examined here with 110 and 77 holdings over one percent, respectively. BlackRock had fewer blockholdings, and NBIM had barely any. Since then, however, the situation has changed substantially. NBIM’s network grew strongly between 2007 and 2010, and BlackRock expanded gradually over the sample period. At the same time, Allianz reduced its number of blockholdings. By 2015, NBIM had the largest network with about 100 holdings greater than one percent.\textsuperscript{13}

In 2007, BlackRock did not even appear in the top ten investors in Germany in terms of number of one percent blockholdings (see Table 1). On the other hand, BlackRock had the largest network for blockholdings greater than three percent and greater than five percent in 2015. It is perhaps further noteworthy that other giant U.S. investors, such as Fidelity and Capital Group, are also present in Germany albeit with smaller networks.

Institutional ownership has become more concentrated

Figure 3 plots the Herfindahl-Hirschmann Index (HHI) of the institutional investors’ holdings. The HHI is the most commonly used measure of market concentration; it is given by the sum of squared market shares for each firm competing in a market. Here, the market share refers to the share of asset value an institutional investor holds in the total value of German assets held by all institutional investors. Higher values indicate a stronger concentration. The underlying idea in considering institutional investors as a separate market is that these investors are by definition the ones that can have influence across companies and markets, as they are the entities whose holdings create networks of common ownership. As can be seen in Figure 3, concentration more than dou-

\textsuperscript{12} Sovereign wealth funds are state-owned institutional funds that invest revenues from commodity exports – oil in the case of Norway – in foreign exchange reserves held by the central bank.

\textsuperscript{13} NBIM has significantly fewer large blockholdings. This may reflect the management mandate of the fund; it follows an upper limit of ten percent for individual positions (available online).
than 60 percent of its total value. On the other hand, in industries such as the construction and food sectors, they hold less than ten percent of the total equity in German companies. Therefore, the importance of institutional investment is clearly not a general economy-wide phenomenon but an industry-specific one. To illustrate this, Figure 3 shows the Herfindahl-Hirschmann Index for institutional investors’ holdings in Germany over the period 2007 to 2015. The index value more than doubled between 2007 and 2015, indicating a stronger market concentration in institutional investors’ holdings during this period.

### Insiders still strong in Germany

Institutional investors do not dominate all German companies: their share in German companies is actually lower than 50 percent in terms of value, and it has not increased post-2007.14 The importance of what we refer to as insiders – that is, private and governmental investors holding more than one percent in strictly less than four different companies – is confirmed when we look at the 2015 top investors in terms of value (see Table 2). The second largest investor is the Porsche family (with holdings in Audi, Bertrandt, and Volkswagen); the fifth largest is Maria-Elisabeth Schaeffler-Thumann (with holdings in Continental15); number seven is the Henkel family (with holdings in Henkel); and number nine is the state of Lower Saxony (with holdings in Volkswagen and the steel company Salzgitter).

### Institutional investors dominate only some German industries

Institutional investors dominate in some industries but not in others (Figure 4). In 2015, institutional investors dominated the chemical industry, holding more than 60 percent of its total value. On the other hand, in industries such as the construction and food sectors, they hold less than ten percent of the total equity in German companies. Therefore, the importance of institutional investment is clearly not a general economy-wide phenomenon but an industry-specific one. To illustrate this, Figure 4 presents the market concentration of institutional investors in various German industries.
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14 Authors’ calculations based on Thomson Reuters Global Ownership database.

15 Schaeffler AG, which went public on October 9, 2015, is not included in the 2015 data.
These sectorial differences further, we investigated in more detail the ownership structures of the three largest firms in two leading German industries.

**Strong presence of insiders in the car industry**

We took the car industry as a relevant industry in which insiders have a strong presence. It is also of vital importance for the overall German economy. We took a closer look at the three largest German car manufacturers: Volkswagen, Daimler, and BMW. All three are also among the largest German companies overall – they are part of the DAX – and are among the world’s largest car companies.

As can be seen from Table 3, BMW’s top 3 investors in 2015 were individuals that hold more than ten percent each (Johanna Quandt, as well as her children Stefan Quandt and Susanne Klatten). Further, there were a few changes between 2007 and 2015 (but BlackRock became investor number four). For Volkswagen, by far the single largest investor is the Porsche family, who increased its share between 2007 and 2015 from 31 percent to 42 percent.
Institutional investors dominate the chemical industry

Looking at the three largest German chemical companies – BASF, Bayer, and Linde, all players in another important German sector – the pattern is quite different: institutional investors were already present in 2007. Large foreign institutional investors have grown in importance, and they have taken the place of German institutional investors. By 2015, BlackRock has become the single largest owner of BASF, Bayer and Linde.
Differences in the degree of common ownership

To understand how the largest German companies in the two industries mentioned above are connected through common ownership, we first present the average level of connectedness between the top three firms (Figure 5). Second, we focus on specific domestic and foreign institutional investors and show how common ownership has evolved at the investor level (Figure 6). Box 2 explains how these measures are computed.

The level of connectedness for the chemical companies was 0.13 in 2007 and increased to 0.15 in 2015. For the car companies it was 0.04 in 2007 and increased to 0.07 in 2015 (Figure 5). Thus, German car companies are less connected through common ownership than German chemical companies during the period 2007–2015.

Figure 6 shows how the identity of common owners has changed over time. In 2007, BlackRock, Allianz, and Deutsche Asset Management were roughly equal in their level of common ownership in the chemical and car industries. In the chemical industry, Allianz’s level of common ownership declined, while Deutsche Asset Management’s level of common ownership was roughly the same in 2015 as it was in 2007. Since 2011, BlackRock and NBIM are the main common owners in both industries, with BlackRock in a particularly strong position.

Conclusion

In Germany, foreign institutional investors, such as BlackRock and NBIM, have grown dramatically in the last decade, overtaking their German counterparts. Even if the overall share of institutional investors’ holdings in German companies has not increased since 2007, ownership of publicly listed companies is now more concentrated in the hands of a few large investors. At the same time, domestic private and governmental investors still have a strong position in Germany.

Economic theory is not unanimous on the impact of common ownership on product markets. Potentially, it could be so broad that some have described institutional investors’ interests in competing firms as the “major new antitrust challenge of our time,” as they may lead to lower competition and higher prices. However, common ownership may be harmful in some contexts and beneficial in others, as it may also stimulate innovation. More in-depth research is required to ascertain in which contexts the various effects are at play and what the policy implications may be.

In order to guide future activities in this field, in this report we highlighted the differences in the extent of common ownership across industries in Germany. German companies in the chemical industry in particular have historically been more connected than, for example, companies in the car industry. Whereas German institutional inves-
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16 In a case study, Martin Schmaltz reports how common investors in DuPont and Monsanto, namely Vanguard, BlackRock, and State Street, were instrumental in voting down an activist shareholder proposal that sought to promote more aggressive competition between DuPont and Monsanto (available online).

Box 2

Level of connectedness between firms

Consider two companies \( j \) and \( k \) and a set of investors that own shares in one or both of these companies. Given ownership shares \( \alpha_i^j \) and \( \alpha_i^k \) of investor \( i \) in companies \( j \) and \( k \), respectively, we define the connection between firms \( j \) and \( k \) through investor \( i \) as their minimum link strength:

\[ c_{i,j,k} = \min(\alpha_i^j, \alpha_i^k). \]

While this measure is likely to underestimate the common interest of the investor in the two companies, it takes into account asymmetric ownership stakes.

The overall level of connectedness between firms \( j \) and \( k \) over all investors is defined as

\[ C_{j,k} = \sum_i c_{i,j,k}, \]

where we add the individual connections across all investors holding at least one percent in each of the two firms.

The overall level of connectedness for the set of the top three firms is calculated by taking the average of \( C_{j,k} \) for all possible company pairs for each year. To assess the extent to which an individual investor \( i \) creates common ownership linkages between pairs of companies in an industry, we take the average of \( c_{i,j,k} \) across all company pairs in the industry. If an investor does not own at least one percent of both firms in at least one pair, then common ownership for that investor is zero.

For a detailed explanation of this and alternative measures, see Erik P. Gilje, Todd Gormley, and Doron Levit, "The Rise of Common Ownership," working paper, 2017.

Concerning the potentially detrimental consequences of common ownership, the current developments in financial markets provide food for thought, as large institutional investors are able to influence the competitive process in product markets through their common holdings. Some industries are more connected by common ownership than others, and therefore should be monitored more closely with regard to innovation and competition. In Germany, this applies to the chemical industry in particular, which should be the first sector to receive such attention.
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